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Commanding Officer’s Introduction
Since the last edition of this Newsletter one 24 hour period on 15-16 August has overshadowed everything
else. It was a bitter blow to lose so many fine soldiers in such a short period of time. The heartfelt
condolences of all in the Battalion go to the families of Sgt Valentine, LCpl Fullarton, Fus Annis and Fus
Carter. On the same day we also heard in Musa Qal‟eh the tragic news that Pte Hunt of A Coy
2 R WELSH had also died of wounds. It was then another set back a few days later to learn that Fus Bush
had not been able to survive the severe wounds that he had sustained. The only piece of good news is
that Fus James has regained consciousness in Selly Oak and has retained his sight. Rest assured that
everyone out here is working hard to the end of the tour to give some meaning to the heavy price that has
been paid.
Life in Musa Qal‟eh has been busy throughout August. The main achievement was the successful
conclusion of Op MAR LEWE 2 which placed ISAF and ANSF on much better ground in the South of the
AO. Whilst relatively little enemy activity took place on the day of the operation, we were nonetheless
fortunate not to sustain any casualties to some very close indirect fire. In addition in the days following the
operation the new patrol bases were put under significant pressure from insurgent attacks. This only came
to a halt following a very successful ANSF led, and ISAF supported, operation which cut off the enemy‟s
escape routes and led to a number of enemy fighters being either killed or arrested.
The election proved to be particularly busy in Musa Qal‟eh with the insurgents making an all out attempt to
disrupt the process. This involved significant intimidation of the population and the use of a large amount
of indirect and direct fire on the Election Day. Most of the fire was directed at ISAF locations. Whilst this
made for a particularly uncomfortable time for some, particularly those at Roshan Tower, the centre of
Musa Qal‟eh remained relatively secure. The proof in the pudding was that over 9000 votes were cast in
Musa Qal‟eh, albeit there is considerable evidence that this figure is higher than the actual number of
votes cast.
A Coy in Nolay have also achieved some notable successes in the last month. Particular highlights have
been the clearance by them of 31 IEDs in one day which has to be a record in the history of the British
Army. In addition the insurgents have had it far from their own way as A Coy have identified on a number
of occasions enemy forces laying IEDs which has led to engagements with a variety of weapon systems.
Perhaps the biggest achievement for A Coy this month has been the establishment of a new joint ANA/
ISAF patrol base on a critical choke point leading into the Green Zone.
As I write Helmand in general has quietened down, largely on account of the onset of Ramadan. Those
who are fasting are finding the experience particularly difficult given that Ramadan has started this year
before the end of Summer. Much planning activity is now focussing on the end of tour but everyone is
more than aware of the difference that one 24 hour period can make between now and leaving theatre.
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On 10 Aug 09 BG(NW), together with the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF), pushed the enemy
front line back by approximately 7km in the South West of the BG Area of Operation, and established 2
new ANSF patrol bases. By shoring up security in the South West, this operation effectively completed
the work started by Operation MAR LEWE back in May. Importantly, it has brought a considerable
number of Afghans under government control and away from Taliban influence. The ring of patrol bases
around the Musa Qal‟eh Focussed Area is now stronger, the locals have greater freedom of movement,
and the threat to other patrol bases, including
Musa Qal‟eh DC, has been reduced.
The operation took place in 3 stages. On
H Hour, C Company 2 RRF and a Company
(+) of ANSF simultaneously cleared South
through the villages of SHARMUSH SHILA
and DEH ZOHR E SOFLA (DZS)
respectively. With these clearances complete,
an American mine-clearing team known as
Task Force THOR started to clear South
down the main road that runs into Musa
Qal‟eh from the South West. This road had
been heavily sown with IEDs, which were
greatly restricting access into and out of

Battle Group orders

Musa Qal‟eh. When the route was clear, the ANSF
occupied the compounds that had been selected for
use as patrol bases. The final stage involved the construction of the new patrol bases, which are now
known as TALIBJAN and MOHIB. After a significant
engineer effort the new patrol base was officially
opened on 31 August by the Commanding Officer,
Musa Qal‟eh Chief of police and the commander of
the 3rd ANA Kandah (battalion).
Rehearsals
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Operation MAR LEWE 2

C Company conduct rehearsals

Starting the clearance through SHARMUSH SHILA

Sniper in over watch during the clearance

C Company in the FUP

The clearance

Lt Beavitt discusses the operation with the locals
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Operation MAR LEWE 2

L-R RSM, Commanding Officer, CSM C Company, OC
C Company discussing future intentions

ISAF and ANA during a pause in activity

33 Armoured Engineer Squadron building PB TALIBJAN

The Commanding Officer, with Chief of Police Koka and Commander 3rd ANA Kandak (Battalion) at the newly
completed CP MOHIB
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Operation MAR ZINA - the ANA clearance of AHMAD KHWAZI
Patrol Base TALIBJAN was established on the high ground to the South of the FARHAD MANDAH Wadi
following the success of OP MAR LEWE Phase 2 in order to rebalance the forward line of own troops
(FLOT) to the South of the BG(NW) AO. For the following week, PB TALIBJAN came under effective small
arms and indirect fire attacks by day and night from compounds in the East and South East. ANSF
intelligence assessed that the village of AHMAD KHWAZI, to the East of PB TALIBJAN, was the focal
point of insurgent activity against PB TALIBJAN, and also the ANSF checkpoint to the south of DEH
ZOHR SOFLA, Check Point (CP) MOHIB. During the fighting on the night of 17 Aug, an ANP soldier was
killed during an attack on CP MOHIB.
On 18 Aug, the ANA 3rd Kandak (Bn) led a
deliberate joint operation to clear AHMAD
KHWAZI. The plan was that 3rd Coy of the
ANA would advance to contact from the
North, deliberately diverting insurgent
attention in order to allow Heavy Weapons
(HW) Coy and a platoon from PB MINDEN
to cross the MUSA QA‟LEH Wadi and
occupy a blocking position to the South of
the village. 3rd Coy would then clear the
village from North to South, concentrating
on two objectives, SILVER and GOLD,
which consisted of clusters of compounds
at the southern edge of the village. At
0800 hours, 3rd Coy, accompanied by
AMBER 33 entered the village from the
North, and immediately came under
effective small arms fire. In the initial
confusion the ANA company commander
lost control of his troops, but the situation
ANA Soldiers patrol into AHMAD KHWARZI with OMLT Support
was recovered by the OMLT who gathered
the remnants of the company and led an
assault against the first enemy position. Immediately, HW Coy accompanied by AMBER 34 crossed the
wadi in order to occupy the blocking position. They were followed by the AI Coy, whose dismounted
element provided a block facing south to prevent insurgent reinforcement, whilst the armoured vehicles
remained in the wadi to secure the route back to MINDEN. Following the first contact, 3 rd Coy positively
identified (PID) two enemy fighters moving south through the village and conducted an aggressive pursuit,
which led to them bouncing a further two prepared enemy positions. On reaching the first objective, 3 rd
Coy conducted a succession of hard knock entries, during which a grenade started a fire which in turn
detonated a large cache of ammunition and explosives in a compound in Objective SILVER. Attention
quickly turned to Objective GOLD, which required the company to cross 450 metres of clear ground
flanked by high maize and other crops. The assault onto Objective GOLD was supported by ANSF small
arms fire, and OMLT shoulder-launched weapons. The clearance of Objective GOLD yielded
approximately 500kg of Ammonium Nitrate and other components, which were sufficient to make 25 IEDs.
Shortly after Objective GOLD had been cleared, 3 rd Coy was engaged by a huge weight of fire from the
South. The firing points were in dead ground to the block and HW Coy moved North in order to engage
the insurgents. In the ensuing fight one enemy fighter and one ANP officer were killed. The Headquarters
element of 3rd Kandak, accompanied by AMBER 30, now came into the fight clearing the ground between
Objective GOLD and the block. Enemy resistance was strong and intense fire fights broke out all along the
wadi edge and the area of the beach. The insurgents found themselves strong defensive positions in and
about a kariz (well) line and slowed the clearance significantly. The Kandak commander personally led the
assault on each identified enemy position, and the insurgents were quickly cut off between the advancing
troops, the block and the Warriors in the wadi. The final enemy position proved to be the most difficult and
the ANA requested OMLT assistance. CSgt Smith, acting CSM for the OMLT, immediately volunteered
and moved forward to clear the final enemy position using grenades.
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Operation MAR ZINA—the ANA clearance of AHMAD KHWAZI
In the immediate aftermath, it became evident that the clearance had accounted for at least ten enemy
forces killed in action (KIA), and three military aged males taken as prisoners. Only partially elated, the
Kandak withdrew taking with them the heavy burden of their fallen ANP comrade. HW Coy and the AI
Company withdrew first taking the prisoners with them. The HQ element and 3 rd Company then withdrew
back to PB TALIBJAN. Approximately 45 minutes after clearing the area to the south of the village, and
when approximately 1800m from PB TALIBJAN AMBER 30 and AMBER 33 came under effective enemy
fire to the rear from three firing points at ranges of between 50 and 200 metres. During the course of this
latest engagement, LBdr Greening, the signaller in AMBER 33‟s FST was struck in the back by a rifle
round, which penetrated his daysack and camelback but was stopped by the rear plate of his Osprey
Body Armour. After attempting to break contact over 500 metres of open ground, the Warriors assigned
to protecting the Engineer build at PB TALIBJAN were called forward and, with the liberal use of 105mm
smoke, covered the remaining withdrawal.
Over the course of the next week PB TALIBJAN and CP MOHIB were not subjected to any insurgent
attacks, indicating the successful nature of the clearance of AHMAD KHWAZI. What must be
acknowledged is that even after enduring ten enemy fighters KIA, the insurgents were willing and able to
mount an effective harassing counter attack on the withdrawing troops. The following day the NDS
confirmed that 13 enemy fighters had been killed during the operation, but the 3 detainees were released
due to lack of evidence.

Insert provided by Maj Nigel Jordan-Barber, OC OMLT

LBdr Greening with his rear plate.
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A Company Group (FOB Nolay, Sangin)
This has been a grim month for the Fusiliers in Battlegroup (North). Fusilier Airey of 11 Platoon C
Company and Sapper Le Gross were injured by an explosion while on patrol on 23 July. This, plus the
tragic loss of four members of A Company Group to Improvised Explosive Devices, and the very serious
wounding of two more has hit all of us very hard indeed. Fusilier James of 11 Platoon C Company, and
Sergeant Valentine and Fusilier Bush, both of 2 Platoon A Company, were injured in three separate
explosions on 15 August during our part in a BG operation to secure the local area in preparation for the
elections. Most will now be aware that to our immense sadness, and despite a gargantuan effort by the
lads in 2 Platoon, Sergeant Valentine subsequently died of his wounds. On the early morning of 16
August, we received the news of the deaths of Lance Corporal Fullarton, Fusilier Annis and Fusilier
Carter, all of 3 Platoon A Company, which is attached to A Company 2 RIFLES in Sangin. They had
been engaged in the same operation, and had again been caught by two separate devices, the first to
cause initial casualties, and the second intended to target those who came to assist. This was the end
of a bloody week for the Battlegroup, which saw a total of seven fatalities and a number of badly
wounded.
With the elections looming so large, we have had mercifully little time to dwell on our losses. Both
Platoons were back on the ground within 24 hours, and the prevailing attitude is one of gritted teeth and
determination to get on with the job at hand. The Company Group, at every level, is performing
magnificently, and I could not have asked for a more mature, steadfast and courageous response from
every single man and woman here. They are still doggedly producing quality results and maintaining
restraint under the most extreme pressure. Company Sergeant Major Caffrey has been in Sangin for the
past few days, having flown there direct from his return from UK, and reports exactly the same
impression from 3 Platoon, who are equally positive. I am full of admiration, and deeply grateful for, the
universal willingness to drive forward in the worst of circumstances, as I am for the vast number of
goodwill messages we have received from around the task force and from home. In our quiet moments,
we continue to think of the bereaved families, and those whose loved ones are still in hospital; they are
having a far worse time than we.
This month has also seen us establish a new ANA Patrol Base on one of the key canal crossings
controlling access into the green zone, and conduct a deliberate clearance of the IED belt sited to try to
prevent us using it. In 14 hours, during the course of one of the hottest days I have experienced here,
the Platoons and the ATO found and cleared a total of 31 devices; we think a record for a sub-unit in
Helmand. In the immortal words of ATO; „I‟ve been to a couple of nasty places, but this is honking!‟ The
US PALADIN Bomb Disposal Team again demonstrated their enthusiasm for plastic explosive, denying
a large device on the canal path with such efficiency that the adjacent electricity pylon is still yet to return
to earth. Staff Sergeant Sturch and his team of Royal Engineers have worked miracles in tremendously
difficult conditions to bring the site to a sufficient standard of protection; man-handling hundreds of
sandbags into position on the roof, emplacing miles of wire, manually-filling HESCO Bastion and felling
dozens of trees. As I write, Corporal McCowliff and a hand-picked team of mentors are still working with
their Afghan brethren in Patrol Base HANJAR („bayonet‟ in Dari), ensuring that the crossing remains
open to civilians, but firmly closed to the enemy. The Commanding Officer of the local ANA Kandak has
now visited and was full of praise for the work that the boys are doing there. Even the locals seem
delighted to see us, despite some puzzlement over why their lights and fans are suddenly not working
too well.
Insert provided by Maj Jo Butterfill, OC A Coy 2 RRF
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B Company Group (Woqab)
I write on a day of tragic news for the Bn and A Coy in particular. There is little that I can say to ease the
pain. All ranks of B Company Group in Patrol Base WOQAB send their condolences and hold the families
and friends of those killed and injured in their thoughts and wish the best for those injured. There are those
from B Coy who have grown up with soldiers who have been killed and others who have known them all
their Army careers. A sombre time but we cannot allow it to distract us too much from our work here.
We remain busy in PB WOQAB with the guys working really
hard to maintain patrolling and force protection during the
R&R period and the heat of the summer. The maize crop is
shooting up in the Green Zone around Patrol Base WOQAB.
The humidity is remarkable as you walk into the fields, like a
wall of heat that takes your breath away. The temperature
has lingered in the mid to high 40s during the day with
extremely hot sun and only 'chilling' into the high 20s at night.
The stories from home of the occasional hot spell have been
met with some derision I'm afraid! The last few weeks have
been characterised by strong winds that have made for a
very dusty time but it doesn't seem to have kept the insects
away.
CSM B In the Microwave that is the Maize

The Company in WOQAB has kept as busy as possible with patrols with our Afghan Army and Police
colleagues and spending time talking to the locals. The newly-promoted Sgt Darren Mole has been kept
busy with locals walking in to talk to him about the maize crop and the local situation. His beard is now a well
-established part of local society although during his R&R Capt Dale Smith the new Company 2IC will have
to try to live up his efforts whilst clean-shaven.
We were visited by 2 journalists from the North-West which resulted in articles in the Manchester Evening
News as well as national papers such as The Sun, The Mirror and The Daily Telegraph. They re-interviewed
Fus 'Jimmy' Hendricks having spoken to him before he turned 18 and deployed but focussed their attention
on Fus Stratton and his success in finding IEDs laid by the enemy and some of the patrols that he had been
involved in. Inevitably some journalistic licence was employed but it was good to see the recognition for the
difficult conditions and hard work that the soldiers are operating in so professionally and successfully.
6 Platoon have been enjoying Cpl Hopcroft's musical skills: since arriving at Woqab he has mastered the art
of the guitar and is playing requests as long as they are played in the three chords that he knows.
Much of 6 Platoon was away from WOQAB in HIMAL Observation Post for a week or so supporting the
Battlegroup in preparation for Operation MAR LEWE 2. They have been enjoying the relative delights of a
change of scenery and having a fridge for 6 hours a day.
With ongoing modifications to the 'west side boys'' compound spirits are high amongst 7 Platoon. Recent
media interest has bonded the troops with the self proclaimed title of 7 'hero' Platoon ringing around
WOQAB! CSgt Orange continues his diplomatic work with the ANA, continually participating in sing offs with
our co-inhabitants, with the remainder of the Fusiliers fiercely competing at almost continuous games of
Texas hold'em. Fus Tims-Mahon has taken the title of youngest Fus in WOQAB from Fus Hendricks having
deployed on 29th July shortly after his 18th birthday.
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B Company Group (Woqab)
7 Platoon hide away from the OC and CSM as much as possible and have
their own freezing cold well in addition to the amusement of sharing with local
policemen and 5 Afghan Army soldiers. The policemen are local to Musa
Qal‟eh and change over fairly regularly but the soldiers spend longer with us.
Their commander has been in WOQAB since April and we have been able to
see him grow in professionalism and confidence. He has been instrumental in
several recent arrests and loves patrols – 'Gazmah' in Pashtu.
As for the work side of life, the patrols continue with some excellent gains
being made with the local nationals. With the orchards becoming ripe it is not
unusual for pockets to be filled with kind gifts from the farmers whilst out on
the ground.

Just your average bobby
on the beat

It has been a busy but relatively uneventful month for the Fire Support Group
here at Woqab, characterized mainly by the smiling faces of people leaving for
R and R with some grumpier faces such as Dmr Trussler who were struck
down in a minor D and V outbreak!!

In the temporary absence of 6 Platoon (on a tanning holiday down south) the main effort has been the
improvement of life in camp with Cpl Davidson and Fus Johnson being among the leaders in the sand bag
filling stakes. Also worth noting is Sgt Palmieri's fire fighting abilities when, in his own words, he 'saved
Woqab from burning down' after Cpl Walker attempted to cook dinner all at the small cost of a slightly burnt
finger and he wasn't even too grumpy afterwards. Cpl Davidson has taken advantage of the lull to lead on
the DIY for drainage channels from the showers and wash area. A real labour of love!
There appears to be an ongoing battle of stitch-ups between LCpl Heywood and Fus 'Tez' Scanlon. One
found himself zip-tied into his mosquito net of a morning and there are allegations of Tabasco being put in a
Camelback. The OC is treating this with amusement - at the moment! Fus Prince continues to work all
hours and remains – in his own words – 'Awesome'.
Our attached Royal Artillery Fire Support Team and Cpl Richie Manton the Mortar Fire Controller have
excelled themselves with generating fry-ups from the 10 man ration packs and Sgt Al Howell who controls
jets and helicopters in support of us has been generously allowing the company to use his hard drive of films
for relaxation.
We all pass our love back to our families and wives or girlfriends around the world. We truly value your
support to us when we speak to you and read your words of support and also the pleasure of the arrival of
mail – although it does mean that the coy seems to all be on a sugar high after the arrival of the once or
twice-monthly mail run! Thank you to you all and we shall see you in a couple of months.
Insert provided by Maj Richard Coates, OC B Coy 2 RRF

Dominating with wet feet - Fus Rea and
Fus Appleby

Dmr Iroi in Desert Compounds
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C Company Group (Influence Group)

Sadly, this month has been overshadowed by the tragic and untimely deaths of Sgt Simon Valentine,
LCpl James Fullarton, Fus Simon Annis, Fus Louis Carter and Fus Shaun Bush. They were well known to
many in C Company, and we have lost some good friends. Our thoughts and prayers are with their
families at this devastating time, and also with Fus James of 11 Platoon, C Company, who was terribly
injured. A Company Group continues to do a magnificent job in Sangin in the most difficult of
circumstances, and they have our undying admiration.
The last month for C Company has been dominated by Op MAR LEWE (Snake Wolf) 2. The purpose
of Op MAR LEWE 2, which took place on 10 Aug, was to follow up on the success of Op MAR LEWE by
pushing the enemy back by about 7km in the South West of the Battle Group Area of Operation (AO).
The plan was that, by securing and building two new patrol bases for the Afghan National Army (ANA) we
would bring a number of villages under government control, reduce the enemy‟s ability to launch attacks
against the DC and enable the local population to move around more freely. The operation was very
much a joint affair and was planned and conducted with the ANA, and the Afghan National Police (ANP).
C Company were tasked to clear the village of SHARMUSH SHILA and secure a compound on a piece of
high ground, which would then be turned into an ANA patrol base. Concurrently, the ANA were tasked to
clear the village of DEH ZEHR SOFLA (DZS), and secure a compound for use as an ANA check point.
Once those objectives were secure, one of the major routes into Musa Qal‟eh was to be cleared of IEDs,
using a specialist American mine clearing team.
Planning and preparation took the best part of 10 days, and each phase
of the op was rehearsed until every man knew his role inside-out. At
2330hrs on 9 Aug, a larger than usual C Company Group set out on
foot from the DC. The Company was 122 strong on the day, and
included Company HQ, a 3 man Fire Support Team and Forward Air
Controller, 9 Platoon, 10 Platoon, Recce mounted in JACKAL, 3
MASTIFF vehicles, an IED Disposal Team, a multiple from B Company
2 PWRR, a team of engineers trained in Explosive Methods of Entry, 6
ANA warriors and 5 ANP policemen. At about 0230hrs on 10 Aug, the
MASTIFFs, together with Recce in their JACKALs set off on a separate
route and moved into a fire support position overlooking the objective.
By 0430hrs, the Company was in position, with the main body on a Line
of Departure on the North bank of the FARHAD MANDAH Wadi and the
Fire Support Group in overwatch. By this point, it had become fairly
obvious that the Taliban knew we were coming, which tended to focus
the mind somewhat! On H Hour, we launched across the Wadi into
SHARMUSH SHILA and cleared through the village, before pushing the
OC C Company gives orders for MASTIFFs onto the high ground with the Fire Support Team. We then
Op MAR LEWE 2
conducted a detailed search and clearance of the compound that had
been identified for use as the new ANA patrol base.
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C Company Group (Influence Group)
This went smoothly, despite the fact that the enemy
seemed intent on ruining everyone‟s day with some
disturbingly accurate indirect fire. Recce, 9 Platoon
and Company Tac HQ all had experiences they
would not care to repeat in a hurry, and which
resulted in some hasty and fairly undignified
„re
-positioning‟ in ditches, compounds and
underneath MASTIFF vehicles!
By late afternoon, the new patrol base had been
cleared and secured, and the ANA had started to
move in, together with their mentors from D
Company 3 SCOTS. As soon as the engineers
arrived to start the building work, we prepared to
return to the DC, leaving the MASTIFFs on the high
ground to protect the new patrol base.
The assault into SHARMUSH SHILA

Pausing only to destroy a 107mm rocket that had been found earlier in the day, we moved out of
SHARMUSH SHILA on foot, to the sound of yet another salvo of Taliban indirect fire; this time quickly
silenced by our own artillery firing from FOB EDINBURGH. All in all, a very successful couple of days for
C Company, and for the Battle Group. The objectives were taken quickly, and with no casualties. The
new patrol bases are now firmly established, and the effect is already being felt in the surrounding
villages. The local population are very happy to be free from Taliban influence, and the security ring
around Musa Qal‟eh is now considerably stronger.
With Op MAR LEWE 2 complete, C Company‟s focus has switched to supporting the upcoming
Afghan Elections, which I‟m sure will provide plenty of material for the next issue.
Routinely, C Company has responsibility for the central part of the Battle Group AO, and the Company
2IC, Capt Clive „young LE‟ Musson, is being kept busy controlling a varied and demanding patrol
programme. In addition to framework patrolling, the Company also has responsibility for mentoring and
training the ANP; a task that can be anything from entertaining, to frustrating, to downright dangerous –
particularly on Thursdays! In fact, Fus Watson of 10 Platoon has become something of a celebrity in ANP
circles, with policemen in the Bazaar regularly stopping our patrols to ask hopefully if „Thomas‟ is about.
This last month has seen the majority of C Company Group returning from R&R, and we are now
almost back up to full strength, with 9 Platoon, 10 Platoon and Recce all operating out of the DC. Two
notable exceptions are WO2 (CSM) Miller and Sgt „Dog‟ Harris, both of whom eventually made it out of the
DC en route to well deserved R&R, despite the best efforts of JHF(A). This was not before time in Sgt
Harris‟ case; any more delay and he would have started to trip over his bottom lip. The White House is
positively throbbing with life. 9 and 10 Platoon are rightly proud of the „hotel on the hill‟, and Cpl „Del Boy‟
Rasoki‟s uncanny ability to lay his hands on chicken and other fresh ingredients has even enabled a couple of Michelin Star-standard BBQs.
We are eternally grateful for the support that we receive from the home front, and we pass our love
and best wishes to family and friends. Mail continues to be hugely welcome, subject though it is to
helicopter availability, and we are very much looking forward to seeing you all in a couple of months.
Insert provided by Maj Mike Cornwell, OC C Coy 2 RRF
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Recce Group
Following the terrible news of last week, the whole Recce Pl are deeply saddened, and would like to send
our most sincere condolences to the families and loved ones of our five fallen brothers in arms. Our
thoughts are with you. Once a Fusilier, always a Fusilier.
Having enjoyed a thoroughly relaxing R and R at the end of July and early August, the Recce Gp landed
back in Musa Qal‟eh on the 7th August, refreshed and ready to finish the final third of the tour. As we
approach the last two months, we‟ve been refreshing the skills that have been applied for the previous
four, to make sure we are still on top of our game and haven‟t suffered „skill fade‟. As we can now see the
light at the end of the tunnel, we are all only too aware how important it is that we continue to focus on the
task at hand and come home safely.
On arriving back in the DC, Recce was straight into
planning for Op MAR LEWE 2, for which we were
working with C Coy. The details of that op have been
covered elsewhere in this newsletter. A successful
operation, although the highly accurate incoming enemy
mortar fire received, was reminiscent of the last time
many of us were in Afghanistan, and brought back
memories of trenches and a certain hill in 2006.
As well as spending another week up at Himal OP,
Recce has been, and continues to work closely with,
C Company, which has now become our surrogate
parent Company. This provides us with a good matrix of
daily patrols and activity, and as I write there is planning
underway for a series of Company Operations. With not
too long now to go, we miss our loved ones as always, and look forward to being home with you soon.
Insert provided by Capt Nick Groves, OC Recce Gp 2 RRF
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BG (NW) FSG (PB Roshan Tower)

LCpl Locke and Cpl Langshaw cooking

It has been another successful month for all at
Roshan Tower, less so for the Taliban. The month
has been dominated by a growing dislike of
former Soviet block engineering, and the move to
R&R of Fus Joe Masala and Fati Fatiaki. The
latter saw Roshan Tower‟s resident chefs depart,
and resulted in a temporary drop in messing
standards. Various pairs of nominees tried their
hand at cooking in lieu of the two master chefs, all
looking equally repulsive in RTs stock of revealing
aprons, and produced some surprisingly edible
food. The competition for best meal raged, judged
by the ever impartial CSM Mitchinson. The two
leading teams produced „7/10‟ meals, they were
Cpl Langers Langshaw (1 RIFLES saaah!) & LCpl
Chris Locke, and Fusiliers Fas Farrell & Snooze
Rundle. Fus Farrell‟s method of awarding 1/10 for
other competitor‟s efforts during voting did
eventually yield penalty points.

One of this month‟s most successful engagements was, predictably, claimed by every weapon
detachment. The credit has been claimed by both mortars and FST (likely), Cpl Fiddler on Javelin
(unlikely on recent form – sorry!) and an (extremely unlikely) claim of a single shot on heavy machine
gun at 2600m, by Fus OB „The Hero of Roshan‟ O‟Brien. The matter is unlikely to be settled. In fact it‟s
been a pretty busy month at Roshan all round, with Election Day especially being one to remember for
all here, and an excellent day for various cigarette manufacturers.
There has been lots of movement in and out of
the Tower. The Dragon team has almost completely changed, with Roshan saying farewell
and safe tour to Bdr Bucks Buckle and his
team, leaving for a variety of reasons (!). They
have been replaced by Sgt Stevie Gray, Gnr
Cal Callery, Gnr Colin Ellary and Gnr Calvin
Klein Thompson. The new team got to work
almost immediately. We are glad to have had
a visit from WO2 (BSM) Johnson, keen to see
the excellent work his lads produce. We have
seen the arrival of LCpl Galley our new CMT1,
and from the Royal Signals detachment we say
goodbye to LCpl Doris Day to end of tour and a
new trade, safe return and the best of luck.
Bdr Taff Morgan has joined us temporarily, with
Bdr Craig Willis and Gnr Bam Bambridge (who
also won campest man in Roshan for a third
consecutive month) off on R&R. Cpl Jed Dyson
has returned to the DC, and in as 2IC is Capt
Simon Barnett. No-one has yet been bold
enough to suggest a „nickname‟ for him, as far
as is known.

Capt O'Hare Gnr Thompson Gnr Ellary Sgt Gray Gnr
Callery
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BG (NW) FSG (PB Roshan Tower)
This month saw the departure of The Young Man of the Valley, as Capt Martin Hedley left to replace
Capt David Howe as the Adjutant of 5RRF, and to receive psychiatric treatment for the addiction he
developed whilst commanding at the tower. WO2 (CSM) Mitch Mitchinson also left the tower on
receiving the fantastic news that he is to take over an RQMS slot. Also standing in as OC Roshan was
Capt Tom Oliver, who ran the tower with his usual ruthless efficiency, before ending his tour and
moving to his next job in London. Best of luck to all three from all at the Tower.
We were recently joined by a detachment of ANA soldiers led by Sgt Abdul Allah, temporarily based at
the Tower to try and spot untoward activity around Roshan. They were great value, a pleasure to work
with, and had an unbridled enthusiasm for spotting and engaging the enemy. Apart from their appalling
taste in music, they were welcome guests, and we wish them luck.
All in all, a busy and testing month at the tower for the men of FSp Coy! Haute couture.
Insert provided by Capt Matt O’Hare – OC ROSHAN TOWER 2 RRF

ROSHAN TOWER CH47 & Smoke

Cpl Hughes in OP HERRICK haute couture
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Fusiliers Forward Echelon (FOB EDINBURGH)
Life in FOB EDI continues with a mixture of activities and visitors. The R&R period is now in full swing
so there is a steady stream of faces in and out of the FOB. This saw the happy face of Cpl Whittle
arrive as the stand in watchkeeper and a power struggle amongst the Fusiliers in the CQMS crew as to
who is „top dog‟. The return of Cpl Clinton put a prompt end to any delusions.

The steady stream of sub units passing through
the FOB continues. The new Warrior Company,
A Coy 2 R WELSH, stopped over on their deployment from Camp Bastion. After a difficult 2 day
trip they were glad to get a good meal and a cold
bottle of water. Next in the line of visitors was the
Combat Logistic Patrol (CLP) moving stores from
Bastion to MSQ. Their return journey was more
eventful than the outbound leg also taking 2 days.
This was much to the annoyance of CSgt Flett,
Fus Myers and Pte Morris, who had „hitched a lift‟
after the unreliable SH programme had left them
stranded.
A Company 2 ROYAL WELSH approach FOB EDI

The routine within the FOB continues with the
regular arrival of ICAT helicopters punctuating the
days. Life has been made a little more interesting
after a series of generator failures and an apparent
drying out of our well water supply. Luckily both of
these issues have been resolved and we are able to
have light and showers again.

Unloading the ICAT at FOB EDI

FOB EDI celebrated Minden Day with a Fusilier
photo followed by a FOB 5-a-side football competition. Unfortunately the Fusilier team was not the
Brazil of Edinburgh with the Gunners (not Arsenal
FC) coming out on top. This was followed by a
BBQ prompting the Engineers to construct the
new outside eating area.
As always we are all looking forward to getting
home and seeing loved ones. Another month
down and one less to complete.
MINDEN day at FOB EDI

Insert provided by Maj Toby Mellar, OC HQ Coy 2 RRF
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Fusiliers Rear Echelon in Camp Bastion
Without doubt this has been a very difficult period for the Regiment, Battalion and more importantly the
families who have lost loved ones. All members of the echelon team in Camp Bastion would like to send
their condolences to the families of all our soldiers KIA and seriously injured in recent incidents.

As mentioned in the previous edition, there have been some
changes to the ORBAT here in Bastion. Of particular note is the
arrival of Cpl George Richardson (Mr Health & Safety). As
expected, he has launched himself in to all matters of no concern
to him, but he did deliver an outstanding lesson on how to
discharge a fire extinguisher. We look forward to his next lesson
on how to safely fan the flames. As for the Tech specialists, Cpl
Probert eagerly awaits the arrival of his mentor CSgt Jesse James
who arrives shortly to DS his efforts on Unicom over the past few
months. In addition to the J1 Cell we welcome to the team Cpl
Katie Mercer, who has arrived fresh from R & R, having previously
been deployed with B Coy in Woqab.
During this period we have also said farewell to RQMS (T) WO2
Lee Grant on posting to ATR Pirbright as RSM. We wish him well
for the future, and welcome back the RQMS (M) (show me, send it
forward) Jim Greaves.
„Guys are you sure I have to wear all
of this stuff for the RSOI package‟?
„ Yes George, you do as you are going
outside the wire „

Minden Day was recognised with a buffet lunch, a volley ball competition and the order of the day, read
by Cpl Roberts (old man Robbo who gave us his personal experiences of the battle). In attendance were
members of the BG and representation from the Mercian Fusiliers, PWRR and the Royal Welsh.
There was a recent call for more manpower to support FOB EDI‟s force protection concerns (sangar
duties). Fus Pollard and Dmr Cooper stepped up to the plate. On receipt of his Wng O, Fus Pollard
launched forward to the NAAFI shop and was witnessed purchasing fast rope and throwing stars, which
were added to his packing list. As a G4 rep he needs to manage his expectations. Both were successfully
under slung into FOB EDI without incident. Since the last edition, the department have been busy pushing
supplies forward on Op LAVA 24, in preparation for the forthcoming‟ Board of Officers and Logistic
Support Inspection. The SH has been as unpredictable as ever, which has resulted in a back log in
supplies. However, the team are working hard to rectify the issue. Over the past few weeks there has
been a noticeable increase in LOSSREPS within the BG. In particular, the Padre, who has battened down
in Bastion; search parties have been dispatched. Finally as we gather momentum towards the end of the
tour, our efforts are now beginning to focus on the handover to the HCR in October.
Insert Provided by Capt Will Blinco, Quarter Master (Technical) 2 RRF
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Fusiliers Rear Echelon (Camp Bastion)

Sgt Bryant up near the hustle park waiting for Cpl Rowley to return,
as he needed to ensure Fus Pollard’s helmet was booked on under
slung ready for his deployment to FOB Edi.

Cpl Richardson trying to catch up on his
tan while unpacking the last LAVA

Sgt Jeffers standing in for the
fork lift on LAVA unpack day. Well he
is the MT Sgt, so ideal for the job if we can’t get
the vehicles. He is giving the RQ a piggy
back down to the JOC later as there’s no white fleet..
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Royal Engineers construction of PB TALIBJAN
For a while there were many whispers that there
would be an Op MAR LEWE 2, but it was not clear
to me exactly what this would involve, as I did not
take part in Op MAR LEWE when the village of
Yatimchay, south of Musa Qal‟eh, was seized from
Taliban control. Since Op MAR LEWE, the Taliban
have had an increased presence on the West bank
of Musa Qal‟eh Wadi and it was hoped by clearing
this area, south of the Farhad Mandah wadi, that
security would be improved in Musa Qal‟eh. Prior to
the operation we had to prepare several pallets of
engineer stores and equipment as well as servicing
my plant vehicle. In between these tasks every man
and his dog needed me to use my fork lift for one
job or another.
I soon realised this was not going to be a short or easy operation, judging from the amount of HESCO
we were loading! We still did not know when the operation would take place due to the changing
availability of various specialists from outside the battle group. Finally, I was given a timing to attend a
brief set of orders, which made everything clearer but confirmed my suspicions; this was not going to be
easy.
As a light wheeled tractor operator, I left Musa Qal‟eh with the Mastiff Group at 0500 on Monday 10 Aug
09. We moved south through Chardeh to the Farhad Mandah Wadi, where the Logistics RV was set up.
By this time, C Coy 2 RRF and the ANA had cleared their objectives with limited resistance. A site had
been chosen by the ANA commander for a new patrol base and, once it had been searched by the
Royal Engineer Search Team, we moved into the compound with the ANA and OMLT. The construction
of PB TALIBJAN then began from scratch, which was a new experience for me as up to now I had only
upgraded existing base locations.
The construction went very well. After the third
day we had finished the perimeter wall and a
sangar as well as starting the construction of a
super sangar. They are a tricky structure to
build and Capt Hudson and Sgt Dil rewarded our
efforts saying, “Because you‟re doing so well
and constructing the super sangar so quickly,
you can build one more!”
Just as everything was going so well, my plant
vehicle packed up and had to be recovered, so
I‟m having a few days well earned rest (if I do
say so myself!) until a replacement arrives on
the resupply from Camp Bastion. Then I‟ll be
back out to re-join the turmoil in TALIBJAN,
before moving on to the next new patrol base
and commencing the mayhem at CP MOHIB.

Insert provided by Spr Cooke – 9 Sp Tp 33 Armd Engr Sqn
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Afghanistan Elections
From first impressions to the second election: Musa Qal‟eh rising?
Looking out of the window as Kandahar airfield (KAF) loomed in front of me I was struck by the
transformation. In 2004 there was little more than a chain-link fence protecting the airfield, more to keep
livestock out then anything else, and tanks (destroyed) from the former soviet occupation would welcome
you en route to Kandahar City. Not anymore. The tanks are now scrap-metal in Pakistan and KAF is an
impenetrable fortress.
My mind was focussed on Helmand, however. My main question was, „Can I actually do anything there?‟
Well as I have since found out, the answer is a plain yes.
Reflecting on my previous time spent on the border between Kandahar province in Afghanistan and
Balochistan province in Pakistan, the difference that became clear between the Alizai Pashtun of Helmand
and the Achakzai Pashtun (Pathan in Pakistan) was simple: the Alizai farm and the Achakzai buy & sell.
The system of southern Afghanistan began to make more sense.
Helmand‟s power is the Helmand River. The potential from this primary resource is enormous. Harness
the river, get the Alizai doing what they do best (farm) and the Achakzai likewise (sell), and a sustainable
economy is pretty much guaranteed. Meanwhile, focus on strengthening the system of governance.
Sounds easy and the farming bit is. It‟s the governance that needs more time. Progress is being made
though.
The election came and went with nearly 10,000 counted votes in Musa Qal‟eh, despite Taliban threats of
bodily mutilation & death. I suspect an element of fraud but am not too quick to judge – we in the West
have had our own share of scandal – this is Afghanistan‟s second experience of a Presidential election
(and mine also). As a district Musa Qal‟eh has 31,000 registered voters. That means a little over thirty per
cent voted, despite the Taliban.
I was in Quetta when the election planners set up in 2004 and recall the hum of excitement amongst many
of my staff. Balochistan, Pakistan is home to many Afghans who had sought refuge from the trials of
protracted conflict. My staff wanted to be a part of it. So who was I to get in the way of progress? I looked
on as my staff joined the call to be part of organising their future for the first time, and enjoyed their stories
once they returned from their secondments.
Once again I have watched Afghans organising their future and this time I have been part of that process
as an independent observer. Afghans voted in 2004 and again in 2009. Election Commission checks and
balances are being applied. Afghanistan is, in my view, progressing.
None of this would have been possible without the efforts of the security forces however. It is the mantra
of many logic matrices for development projects: if there is security then [I can do my job]. Here in Musa
Qal‟eh, that is just what the Commanding Officer is achieving with the Afghan security forces: creating a
secure environment that is allowing the people to set about their daily lives without fear of fundamentalist
Taliban.
This in turn allows me to set about supporting the Afghan Government in trying to build a balance between
the predictability and autonomy of institutions on the one hand, and opportunities for political and
economic participation on the other. In sum, this means strengthening and supporting the democratic
development intentions of the people of Afghanistan. And in Musa Qal‟eh, I can see that rising.
Insert provided by Mr Mike McKie, Stabilisation Advisor Musa Qal’eh
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Afghanistan Elections

Afghan election officials arrive in Musa Qal’eh DC
The ANSF discuss election security
with ISAF commanders, including
Commander Task Force Helmand

Afghan election equipment arrives in Musa Qal’eh DC

Joint ANSF and ISAF patrols to ensure voter safety
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Afghanistan Elections

Sgt Barton with ANP and election officials

Mike McKie, Stabilisation Advisor, heads off to
oversee the elections in Musa Qal’eh

Local nationals voting
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Soldiers in Action
Photo Competition:
There will be a photo competition run once a month for all you budding photographers out there. The images are to be based around Fusiliers in Action whilst out here on operations. Entries are to be with the
editor no later than the 14th of each month whilst in theatre. The winning picture will be judged and a prize
of £50 awarded to the best image. All images are to be saved in JPEG and with the name of the
photographer and a description of the photo (who, when and where).
Take a look below at the first entries into the competition, Remember you have got to be in it to
win it !

This Months Winning Image

Fus Abraham A Coy Gp on patrol.
(prize £50)
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Message Board From Afghanistan
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To my darling Zoey
not long now until
„Op BM‟ can begin
my gorgeous one so
hang on in there as
that light is getting
brighter every day …
love you always
yours now and forever Andy XXX
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To Missy Moo Cow
Looking forward to my
first weekend home…
but remember Bro‟s
before HO‟s!
Up the Plough!!!
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To Allanna hope your finger is
getting better pet & it wont be
long now until we can have a
re run on the Go Karts !!!!!!
Love Andy xxx

Dear all back in Hounslow,
CARRY ON SUPPORTING
US !!!!!
Love Kenneth W…..
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Dear Derrick your agony uncle
Dear Derrick is designed to help all those lonely soldiers/officers with their difficult problems during their time in theatre.
Remember a problem shared is a laugh for others !

Due to the busy nature of the BGLO’s job in Musa
Qal’eh, I have a routine nap usually from 1100 to
1500. This still gives me time to make the 1800
O’ Group—until this one unfortunate day!

As a lonely Bee buzzing around, I found myself
perched on the BGLO’s foot. As I tickled him, he
jumped and scared me— so I stung him.

The BGLO jumped up with such a shock that he
had to go to the med centre for treatment (not for
the sting but being woken up before 1500). They
were very efficient and sedated him, allowing him
to resume his vital nap.

When he woke his body was still in shock, due to
not having his straight 4 hrs midday nap. The
Medics were concerned and crashed out the
MERT, saying he needed more sleep. This was
now a CAT A situation!.

Thanks to the speedy thinking of the medics and
the swift actions of the G4 Posse, Jay was airlifted
to Bastion

On arrival in Bastion, Jay was met by professional
sleep doctors, who could treat his terrible
condition.

UPDATE: Jay is currently undergoing a forced rest period of 96hrs to catch up on lost sleep. The sting is healing well and he
would like to thank the CQMS’s for allowing him to have an extra week of R&R at Holiday Camp BASTION.
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Dear Derrick your agony uncle
Dear Derrick is designed to help all those lonely soldiers/officers with their difficult problems during their time in theatre.
Remember a problem shared is a laugh for others !

Lonely Old Drip
Dear Derrick
I have a slight problem. I am a grumpy just turned 41 year old LE, and I have written to you in the past. I have recently been
stung on the foot and am in severe pain, but as much as I try the Medical Officer will not give me a chit for light duties or 1
extra weeks R&R in Camp Bastion. People think I’m being a bit of a drip please help?
Jay Grab the Kleenex and man up, you tablet !

Cost effective ideas
Dear Derrick
I am currently being ridiculed and would like a second
opinion. During the AI Coy RIP I suggested that the warriors should be moved by low loader (this saving time and
money)
And I even booked a jingley coach for the crews so they
arrive in comfort (complete with haverbags) for the journey
from
MINDEN to BSN. A good idea I thought any
views?
Mark The MOD needs cost effective ideas, but sit back
and take a reality check. How would they be able to return
fire from the jingley bus? Are you a Geordie?

Its Computer or Kidney Stone
Dear Derrick
I would like to refer back to issue 4 when I had
problems with Kidney stones. Since returning
from R&R I have increased my watch keeper
stags by 2 hours. This has prevented me
sleeping for more than 18hrs a day and my
stones have gone. The only other concern I
have is that my laptop has just stopped
working and if I don't have my movies to
watch I may slide back to bed for 18hrs a day.
Please help as I don't want my stones back?
Den I heard that you are in the chess league. If
you play at least 4 games a day with your 8hr
stag then you will only be able to get 12 hrs
sleep a day. Try breaking it up so you don't do
the straight 12 and the pain of no movies will
drift away. Alternatively you could try the
gym as this needs cleaning every day.
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Celebrity look alike

Capt Fullford EME

Kenneth Williams

Orville the Duck

Cpl Wright 4 Scoffs

Maj Fuller OC FSP Coy

Tom Cruise
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Celebrity look alike

Ken Dodd

Capt Wells OCCD

Caster Semenya

Capt Fern Ops Officer

Benny Hill

Fus Davilar

